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AWP GUEST FEEDBACK - OCTOBER

“Palau is so Special”

We Love this Island
there are so many
tourist attraction. The
best place to visit,
the place you cannot
miss or your life will be
incomplete is JELLYFISH LAKE. It's a lake filled
with millions of non-stinging jellyfish that you're
even able to swim with. We've experienced it; it is
one of the natural wonders of the world. Mrs.
Constance Hubbard & Husband stay in R228 for
6nights.They love the honeymoon Package offer
of our hotel, They said it’s like they having their
second honeymoon in AWP. They are very nice
person & love to chat with the hotel staff. They
Choose our hotel because of the very impressive
& positive reviews they heard about our hotel.

Travel alone is
not a big deal
with Mr. Andrew
Freer. He is
From Moss
England & book by ORBITZ for 7nights.
He already been in Taipei ,China &
Hong Kong but only in Palau he
experience swimming with crocodile. He
Loves to swim everyday & AWP for him
is a very nice & cool Place to stay.

Holiday takes always too short: But was fun
despite the long flight time, Marco Vlijm from
Zeewolde Netherlands truly enjoy his stay in
AWP. He uploaded more than 65 photos of
our hotel in his face book & recommended it
to all his friends. He already been in so
many country like Spain Italy, Belgium,
London France Bahamas, Poland and Palau,
but for him Palau is so Special, a Paradise,
Everyday sunshine & nice people. He
promise to be back by March & will stay in
AWP once again.

The group of Korean
ladies from Hana tour
stayed four nights in
AWP, They are all in
their middle ages but young at heart ,they both
have their own families but they said they are
very grateful that they have time to be together
in this wonderful Island & we are lucky that
they choose our hotel as their place to stay.
They love our breakfast buffet & all friendly
staff. They are very sweet as they give our
staff a whole box of chocolate cake.

